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Artistic BCI applications offer a new modality for humans to express themselves creatively. In this survey we reviewed
the available literature on artistic BCIs by classifying four types of user control afforded by the available applications:
selective control, passive control, direct control and collaborative control. A brief overview of the history of artistic BCIs
is presented, followed by examples of current artistic BCI applications in each defined sector of control. We questioned
whether or not creative control affects the users’ sense of enjoyment or satisfaction. Finally, we made suggestions for the
future of artistic BCI research to question the role that control plays in user satisfaction and entertainment.
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1. Introduction

Artistic mediums have recently moved beyond musical
instruments, paintbrush and paper, and computer drawing
tablets into the realm of artistic brain-computer interfaces
(BCIs). Artistic BCIs are applications in which users
employ their brainwaves to manipulate a physical or
(digital) audiovisual environment resulting in a creative
work of music, art, dance, or writing. Although conven-
tional artistic computer interfaces continue to be more
reliable and efficient particularly among healthy individu-
als,[1] artistic BCIs have opened the door for the
severely disabled to communicate and create. Art and
music therapy are now a reality for those suffering from
locked-in syndrome, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
or spinal cord injury.

Artists have also explored the possibilities of BCIs to
create new art forms and integrate BCIs into their inter-
active audiovisual and physical installations.[2] An
example of BCI and physical artistic integration is found
in Christoph De Boeck’s ‘Staalhemel’, or Steel Sky.[3]
Staalhemel is an interactive musical BCI that maps
users’ brainwaves onto the playing of steel squares that
are suspended from the ceiling. When users are in a
relaxed state, their alpha waves (7–13 Hz) are transmit-
ted and the steel sky is silent, other than one ‘ding’
every four seconds. When users are focused, beta
rhythms (13–30 Hz) are present and the steel sky lights
up with cacophonous sounds of banging steel. The
musical feedback prompts the user to either continue in
their same mental state, or to attempt to change their
current brainwave frequencies, depending on personal
preference.

Similar to most artistic mediums, different BCI appli-
cations allow for varying amounts of creative control
(see Table 1). Staalhemel would be considered a ‘selec-
tive control’ BCI, as it allows for users to interact and
attempt to control their brainwaves to change the musical
landscape, but it does not give them complete creative
freedom. That is, users cannot look at a steel square on
the ceiling and intentionally make only that square play,
or they cannot create a specific rhythm on their own
accord. They can create unique and individualized music
through controlling their level of focus or relaxation,
however, which gives them selective control over the
artistic environment.

Many artistic BCIs limit users to more of a ‘passive
control’ state. These types of artistic BCI applications
‘listen’ to the brainwaves of users, and then a computer
maps those signals onto notes or other artistic informa-
tion. This is done without much active participation on
behalf of the user, meaning that users are not asked to
interact with any interface, or make any selections. The
system simply interprets brainwaves and outputs pre-pro-
grammed artistic material. Artistic BCIs that afford users
more ‘direct control’ over the physical or audiovisual
environment also exist. In general, these applications are
considered more of a toolbox akin to MS Paint, which
allows users to make intentional selections and draw what
they want. Limitations still occur, however, due to current
BCI technological capabilities. Collaborative effort is not
uncommon in the art world and thus certain artistic BCIs
have also attempted to allow cooperation among users to
create music or digital art. The Multimodal Brain Orches-
tra (MBO) [4] is one example of a ‘collaborative control’
musical BCI. A ‘unique aspect of the MBO is that it
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allows for a multimodal and collaborative performance
involving four brain orchestra members, a musical con-
ductor and real-time visualization’ (p. 309). Through the
use of SSVEP and P300 BCIs the orchestra players affect
the musical environment while also taking commands
from the conductor, who wields a Wii remote that inter-
acts with the system. All BCI applications require brain
signals to be translated into ‘commands’ that affect a
physical or (digital) audiovisual environment. These com-
mands can be given explicitly and meaningfully from the
user, or they can originate from monitoring intentional or
unintentional changes in brainwave activity. The different
types of commands and the ways in which user(s) interact
with the application define our definitions of control: pas-
sive, selective, direct, and collaborative. The separation
of artistic BCIs into control categories is a novel way of
comparing different BCI applications and research. This
is helpful for novices and researchers alike, as recent
interest in learning about, improving, and inventing artis-
tic BCIs has increased significantly. This paper gives
structure to an ever-evolving field and gives a brief over-
view of each type of BCI control, allowing future
researchers a quick look into relevant resources as they
decide which type of artistic BCI they would like to
research or create.

In the rest of this paper we present a brief history of
artistic brain-computer interfaces, discuss a sampling of
artistic BCIs that exemplify our definitions of control
mechanisms, and conclude with a discussion on control
and the role it plays in user satisfaction.

2. History of artistic BCIs

Measured electrical activity in the brain has been used
for artistic performances since the 1960s. Music perfor-
mances were done by Alvin Lucier in the USA in 1965,
[5] Richard Teitelbaum in Italy in 1967 and Pierre Henry
and Roger LaFosse in France in 1971. Nina Sobell intro-
duced a Brainwave Drawing Game in the early 1970s.

Jacqueline Humbert introduced Brainwave Etch-a-Sketch
in 1974. Many of these early applications can be found
in David Rosenboom’s book ‘Biofeedback and the
Arts’.[6] During these years there was limited knowledge
about human brainwaves. Joe Kamiya’s paper on con-
scious control of brainwaves (alpha waves) appeared in
1968.[7] Jacques Vidal’s paper in which BCI was intro-
duced appeared in 1973.[8] At that time, Vidal men-
tioned, ‘All these methods are geared to a type of
computer procedure known as batch processing, where
data sets are created during an experiment and analyzed
later. None of them is readily amenable to the interac-
tive, on-line, real-time feature extraction’ (p. 169).

It is not our aim here to give a comprehensive survey
of all artistic applications that use EEG input and that
have been developed since then. The obvious difference
with these very early years is the availability of com-
puter power to store and manipulate information, pro-
gress in neuroscience, the ever decreasing costs of
computing technology, the emergence of multimedia,
and, in recent years, the decreasing costs of BCI technol-
ogy. We now have the capability to sonificate and visual-
ize brain signals, to map them onto musical or animation
parameters, to use them to synthesize new works of art
or modify existing works of art, and to control musical
or painting toolboxes and instruments using various BCI
techniques. Various papers sketch the development from
the early artistic applications with EEG input to the fully
fledged artistic BCI applications that we can find
today.[9,10] In [2] many examples of recent BCI applica-
tions in the musical domain can be found.

3. BCI control paradigms

3.1. Passive control in artistic BCIs

When discussing issues of control across artistic BCIs,
we start at the lowest level with passive control. Passive
control BCIs are identified by applications that are more
heavily reliant on computer systems than on human

Table 1. Summary of four main control types in artistic BCIs.

Control type Definition
Example
references

Passive Heavily reliant on pre-programmed artistic material.These systems are built to respond to certain
brainwave signals, which do not require interaction or intention from the user in order to create the
desired signals.

[11–13]

Selective Allow for interaction of user by way of controlling emotion, levels of relaxation or excitement, etc.
to affect the end artistic result. However, user not directly responsible for the output, due to the
application relying on pre-programmed artistic material.

[3,11,12,14,15]

Direct Allows users to choose specific output from toolbox-style application (e.g. similar to MS Paint).
Users can directly choose musical notes or shapes or brush styles, etc. Still limited by number of
options the application displays and the current technology available for use.

[17–20]

Collaborative Allows multiple users to interact with each other or individually but collectively, to create unique
artistic experiences. Collaborative control generally also falls under the categories of passive or
selective control, but with multiple users.

[4,15,21]
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interaction with the computer system. The system
receives input from a non-interactive user, interprets the
signals and outputs artistic material based on the parame-
ters that have been programmed.

The BCMI Piano is an example of a passive control
artistic BCI.[11] Miranda and his colleagues created a
computer program that interprets brain signals from a
silent and non-interactive user. The EEG headset is worn
by the user and with each brainwave signal interpretation
the program makes a decision on what music to play.
Signal complexity helps to further progress the music by
influencing tempo and volume. ‘The BCMI piano imple-
ments a generative system that composes music using
rules extracted from a given corpus of examples. It
extracts sequencing rules from the examples and creates
a transition matrix representing the transition-logic of
what-follows-what’ (p. 2). As the user is not intention-
ally interacting with the BCI, this system falls under our
definition of ‘passive control’.

Another passive control example from Miranda [12]
is his EEG Melodies program. This is a musical BCI that
analyzed signals from individual electrodes on the EEG
and arbitrarily mapped each electrode to a note. Each
time an electrode was activated a note was played. Users
were not expected to actively participate in the signal
creation by interacting or responding to any sort of stim-
ulus. Therefore, this BCI also falls under our definition
of a passive control artistic BCI.

An example of an offline, passive BCI is found in
[13]. EEG data were collected, pre-processed, and then
musical outputs were applied to different signal parame-
ters. For example, the duration of a note was deter-
mined by the EEG event period, the pitch was chosen
through amplitude, and the intensity was obtained
through change in EEG energy (p. 2). Through these
assignments of brain signal data to musical information,
a new and more complex way of turning brainwaves
into music emerged. The experimenters also questioned
the difference in eyes-open music and eyes-shut music.
Interestingly, and probably expectedly, eyes-closed
music was slower, longer, and lower pitched, than eyes-
open music. Again, participants in this experiment were
not expected to interact with any interface and their data
were transformed into music after they were collected,
not in real time, thus exemplifying a passive artistic
BCI.

3.2. Selective control in artistic BCIs

Selective control BCIs, as per our definition for this
paper, allow users to interact with the artistic BCI envi-
ronment, though certain outcomes may be unintentional
or involuntary – such as the music that is played by [3].
We have identified two types of passive control artistic
BCIs: those that require brainwave control and those that

require random selection through SSVEP or P300 inter-
faces, both of which result in output that is not strictly
created by the user.

Examples of selective control artistic BCIs include
much of the work presented by Miranda and his col-
leagues.[11,12,14,15] In [11] Miranda discusses the
BCMI audio mixer, which allows users to control the
volume of certain segments in a pre-composed musical
piece by controlling their alpha and beta brainwaves.
Although users have control over which part of the
composition’s volume is lowered or raised, the users
have not composed the piece themselves. Therefore,
we consider Miranda’s musical BCI to grant the user
selective control using brainwave frequency modula-
tion.

Flex, a musical BCI implemented in [14], gives users
some control over the musical output of the system.

The user is presented with four on-screen options
that flash at different frequencies in order to obtain
SSVEP stimuli in the EEG signal. Each time the user
focuses on one of the visual options, the signal is sent
through the EEG, interpreted by the computer, and
sounds are then output. The computer system then
changes the sounds that are associated with each option,
and the user has to figure out which selection to make
next to follow the proper composition. If the user tries
to select the same option too much, the computer will
change that overly selected icon to produce lower or
louder sounds, instead of new material. The user
responds to the feedback of the system by choosing
new buttons to try and regain proper control over the
composition. Due to the user involvement in the selec-
tion of visual stimuli, though not in the programming
of the actual sounds, and given that control is given
and taken away by the computer program, this BCI falls
into the selective control category that requires random
selection.

Todd et al. [16] used a steady-state evoked poten-
tial (SSVEP) based BCI for a drawing application. A
computer screen surrounded on top, bottom, and both
sides by four LED lights was set up. Each light was
associated with a function, and the participants were
asked to focus on the light associated with the function
they wanted to perform. Within the drawing segment
of their application the LED lights were associated
with different shapes. Users selected as many shapes as
they’d like within a given time period. Due to the lim-
ited number of options with the LED lights, partici-
pants were only able to choose which shape they
wanted and the computer decided on the color and
placement of each selection. So, although users had
control over which shapes and how many were placed
on the digital canvas, they were only granted selective
control because of the limitation on placement and
color.
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3.3. Direct control in artistic BCIs

Our definition of a direct control artistic BCI is one in
which users are able to conceptualize a song or drawing
and use the tool box provided to attempt to make this
conceptualization a reality. Though many of these tool-
box-style BCIs are limited due to current available tech-
nology, they still allow users to make conscious,
intentional decisions about what exactly they would like
the system to output. BCI control can be done by using
BCI paradigms such as P300 or SSVEP, but we can as
well think of motor imagery to go up and down on a
menu or manipulate alpha activity in order to make
choices. As a side note, perfect (real-time) control cannot
be expected with any form of BCI, thus limiting the con-
trol of the user further.

Whether such a BCI toolbox is used to play a partic-
ular instrument, to compose a piece of music, or to make
a painting, we can say that it is mainly the user of the
BCI toolbox that is responsible for the result, rather than
the programmer of the toolbox. But obviously, the tool-
box can be accompanied by a database of examples, pre-
defined musical fragments, figures and animations and
there can be built-in suggestions or restrictions on how
to use the toolbox and how to combine and integrate the
elements of the databases in order to obey certain ‘laws’
of artistic expression. A toolbox can have settings that
guide the user to Pollock, Mondrian or Keith Haring-like
paintings, or to Satie or Philip Glass-like compositions.
Hence, the toolbox has been invaded by artistic input.
The artistic expression is a joint result of a user (artist or
dilettante) using the toolbox and a rule-based or algorith-
mic interpretation of the style of a particular artist. The
BCI user is in control as far as accuracy of interpretation
of brain signals allows.

Chew et al. [17] created a BCI for users to generate
music in real time, allowing them to pick a note, listen
to the selection, and then choose their next note. They
used a modified P300-speller interface with an 8 by 8
matrix for a total of 64 note choices. Users were
allowed to make whatever note selection they liked, giv-
ing them control over the composition of their musical
piece.

The limiting factors of control in this BCI are found
in the lack of choice of instrument, or note duration.
That being said, the level of control afforded by this
BCI is more direct in that users are intentionally making
decisions on what precise note they would like to hear
the BCI application play. Münßinger et al. [18] produced
an artistic BCI application that allows users to paint by
using a modified P300-speller interface equipped with a
6 × 8 matrix including choices such as color, object, size,
transparency, zoom, and cursor movement. These options
gave users the freedom to create a painting of their
choice without being overly limited. For further informa-

tion on the usability of this program by users with ALS,
look to [19]. Zickler et al. [20] created an artistic, multi-
modal BCI that would appeal to healthy individuals, and
could still potentially be used by individuals who were
paralyzed below the neck. They hypothesized that in
order for able-bodied users to want to use a BCI over
conventional artistic computer interfaces their application
would need to be reliable, accurate, and user-friendly.
Owing to the lower level of movement restriction in
healthy individuals, they were able to incorporate a mod-
ified P300-speller interface for selection of different
brushes and colors, head movements for control of the
brush on the digital canvas, and eye blinking to turn the
brush on and off. Users had control over the digital can-
vas using the toolbox provided in the application.

3.4. Collaborative control in artistic BCIs

Collaborative control BCIs are those that are operated by
more than one user. The Multi Brain Orchestra,[4] as
mentioned above, is one such type of collaborative con-
trol BCI. Another example is found in [21]. This musical
BCI is not only collaborative in the employment of
many users, but also in the combination of BCI and live
musical instrument performance.

It is also somewhat of a passive BCI in that musi-
cians respond to the firing of neurons, but the neurons
are not intentionally fired through stimulus response or
brainwave control. The pre-composed music is per-
formed by an orchestra. Each member of the orchestra is
hooked up to an EEG system that receives signals of
spiking neuronal networks. With each spiking, a LED
light flashes to different orchestra members, who have
been previously instructed to perform a certain musical
variation every time they are presented with the LED
stimulus. Pre-composed music is thus integrated with
BCI stimulated music, creating a unique piece each time
it is played.

4. Discussion

This paper has defined control as the amount of inten-
tional activity and choice in a given application. But
what do users need in order to feel that they are in con-
trol? Do users require creative freedom, a large number
of selection options, high accuracy levels or a combina-
tion of these things to feel that they are in control of a
system? More important, however, is understanding
whether or not control is a necessary factor in users feel-
ing satisfied or entertained, as artistic BCIs are partially
considered for their entertainment value. Levels of con-
trol necessary for satisfaction or entertainment may vary
for each type of user group. As reported in [18], disabled
participants reported greater enjoyment of the tasks than
their healthy counterparts, despite their accuracies being
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lower. If accuracy is an indicator of control, varying
degrees of control may be necessary for different users
to feel satisfied or entertained. This discrepancy in enjoy-
ment and accuracies between disabled and healthy partic-
ipants may be due to factors such as expectations or
amount of access to creative outlets. Disabled users may
enjoy the artistic BCI applications more because they
may have limited opportunities to express themselves
creatively.

Van de Laar et al. [22] created an experimental game
environment in order to investigate whether users’ accu-
racies and sense of fun correlated with their sense of
control. Within each round of the game, users were
afforded different levels of control. Users had the most
control when the game did exactly as the user intended
and the least control when the game only did as they
intended part of the time. They found that as the game
allowed for greater control the users reported a perceived
increase in control. That is, the more the game responded
correctly to their inputs, the more control the users felt
they had over the game. They also found that ‘control is
needed for fun, up to a certain point, after which fun
decreases’ (p. 7), speculating that boredom kicks in
when the control level is too high due to a lack of chal-
lenge. These results can help shape the future of artistic
BCIs by leading researchers to question whether accura-
cies matter as much for users to have fun while using
artistic applications as they do for games. Furthermore,
future research could address factors that affect users’
sense of control while participating in artistic activities
and how those factors can help shape the future of artis-
tic BCI applications.

Emotion is such a large part of the creative process
yet not many emotional, artistic BCIs have been
researched or created. Makeig et al. [23] performed a
collaborative, musical, emotional BCI to an audience of
brain researchers. A participant was brought in for multi-
ple training sessions in which he associated certain
sounds with certain emotions, and a computer classified
those emotions and connected them with the related
sounds. Musicians were trained to recognize each sound
and play an associated medley upon hearing it. During
the live performance, the participant listened for an emo-
tional cue, and then re-imagined the same feelings he
had while performing the training operations. The sound
associated with that feeling then played, and the musi-
cians recognized that sound and played the accompany-
ing music. This study shows that emotions can be
categorized in brainwave signals, which could make the
future of artistic BCIs extremely interesting. When an
author or painter creates a piece of art, whether it is a
novel or a masterpiece, their emotions have an effect on
the outcome of the piece. This effect may be intentional,
in that the artist sat down to create something peaceful,
or angry, or sad, or ecstatic, or it can be subtly noted in

the undertones of the writing or the brush strokes. Future
artistic BCIs could modify menu choices based on the
perceived mood of the user (direct control), or automati-
cally add some artistic changes (selective or passive con-
trol). While this shift may seemingly remove some
control from the user, it could also support the user in
providing more appropriate options or outputs to meet
their current emotional state. Changing the control
options or the output based on mood could also offer the
user an opportunity to gain further control by shifting
emotional states when desired to change the outcome of
the art. The idea of shifting emotional states to gain con-
trol over a BCI is also found in [24], where the authors
present a game called alphaWorld of Warcraft (al-
phaWoW). AlphaWoW is a hybrid BCI that uses a par-
ticipant’s emotional state (relaxed or focused, which are
correlated with alpha and beta brainwaves) to command
a small portion of the game. The commands change a
user’s character’s form (e.g. from elf while outputting
alpha waves to bear while outputting beta waves), and
the user has to try and shift into the proper brain state in
order to play in the form that they want. Initially, this
game appears to be a passive control game, in that the
computer interprets the signal without much intentional
effort on the part of the user. However, once a command
has been interpreted to change the form of the character,
the user becomes more involved in trying to regain con-
trol over their character and brainwave output (thus shift-
ing to a direct control BCI). It could be difficult for the
user to remain in a calm state (alpha) while in a high-
stress gaming situation, potentially causing the user to
have to adapt to the game scenario by playing in a char-
acter form that she doesn’t prefer until she can regain
her sense of calm and shift back to outputting alpha
waves. This study can help shape future research into
artistic BCIs for therapy purposes, helping patients work
through anger or fear by teaching them to focus on
relaxing their emotional state in order to create different
types of art. Researchers can look to [25] for more infor-
mation on emotional BCIs.

Unlike conventional computer interfaces in which
keyboard entry can directly affect computer output, BCIs
are limited by their input signal (usually through an
EEG), which is generally cluttered with extra noise and
signals that are irrelevant for the input. Fortunately, tech-
nology has advanced so far as to allow healthy individu-
als to use certain BCIs with consistent, high-level
accuracies with only a small amount of training.[26]
Individuals with disabilities, especially those with degen-
erative diseases, potentially have the obstacle of less
recordable brain function, a factor that could create diffi-
culties in maintaining high accuracy levels as the system
has a heavier work load in interpreting the input. BCI
limitations should be considered in determining how
much control a user can have over an application.
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5. Conclusion

Our paper took a control approach to sorting current
artistic BCIs into passive, selective, direct, and collabora-
tive control categories. Each application discussed plays
a unique and important role in shaping the future of
artistic BCIs. Forthcoming research should consider the
role of control in users’ feelings of satisfaction and enter-
tainment in the design of their artistic BCIs.
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